Horse's love it when their owner's understand them.
Horsemanship is about the horse teaching you about yourself.

Bad Horsemanship and Bad lessons

A good tying horse is very important for the safety of your horse and others. You never want a horse to break away and escape once you tie him. Every time a horse escapes when tied, he will try to escape and pull harder next time. Remember a horse learns when he gets release of pressure, so if he pulls and gets release of pressure, then he thinks the right answer is to pull. I like using a good rope halter with no buckles or snaps and a good rope with no snaps.

With a rope halter, a horse will not try too hard to escape since the rope pulls behind the ears and is not comfortable to the horse. He learns that when he pulls, pulling hurts so he stops pulling and he stops the hurting. A rope halter is also called a cowboy halter or natural halter. Long ago, before snaps and fancy buckles, halters were tied. These halters do not break easy and are very strong. When teaching a horse to tie you should tie a horse high and short to a non-movable object. After he learns and is proficient at standing tied and giving to pressure, then you may tie him to tree limbs, rope lines and other things for short periods, since he knows how to tie and how to give to pressure. I see people using a stud chain to lead and some even tie with it. This is Not good and can injure the horse. If this horse does get scared and pulls hard, he would cut himself with the chain or may break his jaw or nose, depending on how the chain is put on. You want a horse to feel uncomfortable if he pulls, but you never want him to get hurt. I also see people put fur, cotton or sheep skin under halter so it will be soft and comfortable to the horse. This is not good and this sets the horse up for failure since now he can pull and not feel uncomfortable, confusing the horse that pulling is the right answer. Again, if the horse pulls you want discomfort so the horse is motivated NOT to pull.

Never tie to a fence or panel that can be pulled down. If a horse pulls the panel down, the horse will drag it and think it is chasing him, which could cause the horse to run blindly with fear into other fences, a road or over a cliff. I like putting a good strong tie ring about five feet up on a pole. This is high enough so a horse cannot reach it or chew on the knot without
stretching his neck. This also is away from his eyes and prevents him from getting his leg over the rope. Then I tie with a Bank Robber Knot. This horse is tied with a slipknot; however, it is tied to a panel that could possibly be pulled over. He is also tied too low. He could get his leg over the tie. If this horse puts his head down to get a snack, the rope could go over his ears or across his eye and if he gets spooked, you have trouble. Notice the snap on the lead rope. This is where this tie will break if the horse gets scared or panics and tries to run. When a snap breaks, it does so with great force. This sends pieces of metal flying, into your eye or a horse's eye; it also causes the rope to sling-shot and snap which causes pain and more fear to the horse. Not much good comes from a horse breaking free from a tie. So be aware and do yourself, your horse and others a favor, teach your horse to tie and tie him correctly and safely.

Tying is keeping a horse where you left him. Most horses learn to "tie" simply because they find it easier to stand quietly than to fight (if they DO NOT get away). A key point is "IF THEY DO NOT GET AWAY". All horses should be taught to stand tied and should not be considered trained until they do so. Being tied uncomfortably or in an unsafe area can teach a horse to be a puller or fear being tied. If a horse is tied properly and comfortably, they will find comfort and calmness when tied. They learn to relax, drop their heads and even take a nap.

You can help prevent halter pulling with a lariat rope or other soft rope. This rope can be placed around the girth of a horse with the standing part of the rope extending forward to the halter ring from between the front legs of the horse. The end of the lariat is then tied to the same fixed object as your original tie point. As the horse backs up, the lariat loop or soft rope tightens around the horse's middle and the rope through the halter pulls the head down in a straight line, without injuring the neck. NOTE: A horse needs to know how to give to pressure before you use this, if you try this before you teach the horse, it could flip and kill itself. It usually takes only a few short sessions before the
horse learns to stand quietly. Another option is to place a soft rope around the neck, behind the ears, through the halter and tie with original tie point. This will take some pressure off you halter but will still apply pressure to behind the ears, if the horse pulls. It is important to keep the horse from dropping its head down and stepping over the rope. The horse must, however, be able to hold its head at a normal height where it is comfortable, when he is not putting pressure on himself. Sacking out a horse while tied helps train him to stand even when spooked or scared.

---

**Cross Ties for Tying**

I mention this in some of my videos and still get questions about cross ties. *I don't like them, don't use them and think they are used by those who do not understand horses and who cannot train their horse to tie properly without them.* They are a cheat and are over restrictive. They use buckles that break, they use cheap straps that break and will teach a horse to pull back and break free. Most people that use them are scared of a horse and do not know how to control a horse so they lock the head up making the horse more fearful and less comfortable being tied.

Can they work and can they be affective, sure, but it takes time and effort. If a horse does not know how to give to pressure and how not to pull when tied, then using cross ties only sets the horse up to fail.

**When a horse pulls with cross ties they normally get free, this teaches the horse to pull in order to get free.** This teaches a horse to pull when tied. It can cause a horse to flip over and get hurt or bang his brain. Unless you use these all the time and know your horse does not pull and stands tied without resistance, then I would not try cross ties. Here is an answer to a question about this topic.

**Cross Ties - Rick Gore Horsemanship Question:**

Hello, I am a new horse owner, and yes I do have my big girl panties on lol so give me all you got. I value honesty for me and my horse so if I am doing something wrong please tell me before I hurt my self or my horse. First I love your videos and your site. I think I have gotten through Just about all of them. The horse I just purchased is a lead horse and reminds me of MR.T. Right now we are working on learning that I am the lead horse and it is going very well. I took your advice and got established that bond right from the beginning and never let him now that there was any other way.

I was reading your site about tying a horse and watching the video where you talked about pressure and release and it just so happens that same night I had the fierrier over to do Nick's feet ( that's my horse) and he got spooked in the cross ties. it caused him to break his halter. Now from watching your video I understand that because of him getting a release he is apt to try and pull every time he is put in the cross ties. I generally do not cross tie but I do not want him to be afraid of the cross times if we need to put him in them. How should I start the posses of putting him back in it? I want to make sure I do this right for him and not make a stupid human mistake. He deserves better than that. But I also want to help him face his fear of this. Any advice on the next proper step would be great. I have searched your video's but I was not able to come up with one on cross tieing. If you tell me that you have one. I will continue to watch them. I enjoy watching them anyway.
Thank you for what you do for the horse.

**Answer:** Your fault and no horse problems here. First he did not break his halter, you bought some cheap POS and probably used snaps, nylon halter, cheap rope and cheap cross ties and YOU set the horse up to fail from your lack of knowledge and preparation. So now, YOU taught your horse that if he pulls, he can get free. Obviously you did not read my Rope Halter Page.

On top of that you said yourself that you normally don't cross tie?? Hello.... so in all your knowledge you decide to do something that traps a horse more than he is used to, that you have not practiced and worked with the horse on, you have spent time teaching the horse it is ok to be cross tied and then on top of that you decide to do this when you have a stranger (Farrier) come and start further restricting the horse by picking up his feet and making the horse more insecure. Don't write me back and tell me how the Farrier is not a stranger and the horse knows him, he is not around the horse and handling the horse all the time so it is new, different and strange to the horse.

You may have watched my videos but you either do not get it, did not learn much or missed the boat. You are not thinking like a horse and considering the horse before you are act.

Here is what your horse was thinking since you obviously can't figure it out or just too busy or too lazy to try.

**Horse Talking:** what the hell is going on, why am I being tied here today, why do I have two tie ropes instead of one on my face that I normally have, why is my head restricted, why can’t I turn my head and see behind me, I feel trapped, what is going on, I am nervous, this is new, I don't know what to expect, why is this happening, what is going to happen next, NO wait, NOW WHAT, who is this strange guy, why is here here, what is he going to do, I feel trapped, I am nervous, why is this guy wanting me to pick my feet up, what is going on, is he going to trap me more, I already feel trapped, why is this happening, I don't trust either of these idiots for putting me in this situation without preparing me, I am getting out here before these idiots get me killed, I have to get free, I am going to fight to survive and not just stand here trapped so these two idiots can kill me..... (now horse rears, goes into opposition reflex, fights to get away and does). Now horse says: Whew that was close, good thing I fought to get free or these idiots would have killed me, obviously these two are weak dumb humans that don't understand me so I better not trust them in the future and the next time I get trapped or tied I better fight and pull to get free other wise no telling what these idiots will do to me. I better be more alert now (stupid humans will call this spooky), I better not follow these idiots without being sure I am able to get free, now I have learned to watch out and protect myself, if I let these idiots do what they want I could die.

**Congratulations, you are now an official horse trainer, hope you can see all the lessons you taught this horse.** Since you are trying to teach your horse to pull and get away, and are off to a pretty good start, here are some tips to advance his pulling training, tie him with a hay string so when he pulls he gets free, tie him to things that he can pull like a plastic lawn chair or a water bucket, and anytime he rears or pulls when you are leading him, let go of the rope and let him run off, if do these things, along with your previous training, your horse will be an expert puller in no time.

Save the email about how this did not help you fix this and all I did was be mean to you. If you did this and caused this and can't see what you did or how bad it was, then nothing I tell you will matter since you don't get it and are looking for fast and easy, just like the cross tying, instead of teaching, taking the time it takes to prepare and do it right, you in your grand wisdom decide to just try and see if it works and now the horse has learned many bad lessons that it did not know before. Now you want me to fix it over an email. You have not watched all my videos and have not read my web site
or you would not be asking this. Probably just too busy and don't have the time. Like many, no one has the time to do it right, but they always have the time to do wrong and do it over and over again.

And another thing, cross ties are for idiots, they are some English BS that dummies use since they can't control their horse or teach their horse how to tie and stand where they want them to without using a trapping and restricting the head device like cross ties. No Horseman will need or use cross ties since they understand a horse and know that they would not like to be trapped like that if they were a horse, another concept that has obviously escaped you.

And if you think I am being too hard, Tough! Your horse had to pay for your actions and if you get your feelings hurt too bad. What you did to your horse was a lot worse and did much more damage than what I am saying to you. I don't care about how your feelings and neither does your horse. Suck it up, you screwed up and let your horse down, learn from it, fix it, educate yourself, accept what you did and how bad it was, don't repeat it and next time you want to take a short cut of do something without thinking, perhaps you will remember this lesson and be grateful that you or your horse did not get hurt THIS TIME, and maybe it will cause you stop, slow down, think and listen to your horse. I assure you your horse was telling you and yelling he was not ready for this and was about to blow, but you either do not know how to listen or were too busy being the smarter dumb animal.

Click Here to view the second Reply to this question.

---

Bad Horsemanship and Mean women scaring the crap out of a horse:

In this video these so called horse owners, horse lovers, teach a horse how to get his mouth tore up with bit, how to get hit with a whip, how to put a horse in a position to be fearful of his life and thinking it was trapped and being chased by a huge thing that was going to eat or kill him. So in this great lesson and training, the horse has learned many life long lessons like don't trust people, pain and fear equals humans, when trapped I need to run, kick and rear to stay alive. What a horrible example so called "Horse Women that know and love their horse". After you watch this I discuss it more below the video.

So many things to see wrong in this. The horse was never prepared for this, it probably never
saw this carriage move or pulled, it was never allowed to walk next to it when it was moving, the horse had never pulled or dragged anything before, there was not a quick release consideration in case the horse panicked or got into trouble, the horse probably was never driven from behind with reins and a bit, so it did not know how to be driven and controlled by reins and people behind it, every time the horse kicked and hurt itself the fear and pain increased, then this caused the people to pull harder and create more pain in the mouth, so the horse was feeling pain from kicking wood, it was feeling trapped, it was getting pulled and pain in his mouth, it was totally put in a dangerous and horrible situation. This could have very easily gone much worse, this horse could have impaled itself with a wood pole, it could have broken a leg from kicking solid objects, it could have flipped over backwards and broke it's neck, it could have jumped up and came down on sharp wood and stabbed itself, it could have taken off into a full blind run and killed itself, it could have pulled the dumb asses hanging on to the reins, out of the carriage hurt or killed them and so many other bad things. This was so unfair to this horse and the damage they did coupled with the bad lessons they taught this horse, that now this horse has just become "a horse with a past and no future". Very sad life experience for this horse. I can bet that these dumb ass owners are now telling everyone that this horse is crazy, this horse is dangerous, this horse freaked out for "no reason", this horse tied to kill them for no reason, this horse has issues with bucking and kicking, this horse is a "stupid" horse, this horse can't be trusted, this horse must have had bad previous owners, this horse must have been abused, this horse has something wrong with his brain....and the list goes on. All WRONG and all bullshit. This horse, like most horses, are a reflection of the owners and only did what it did, because of what his owners did. For those that either see or hear all the horror stories about bad horses, this is a perfect example of how to screw up a horse, how to teach a horse bad lessons, how to teach a horse to be dangerous, how to teach a horse not to trust people. Seeing this is so sad, a good, loving, trying horse who was set up to fail and never had a chance because of "know-it-all" horse people wanting to do it their way, fast and easy, thinking they know it all. I hope this horse gets some payback, but if he does, he will labeled dangerous and mean and probably put to sleep or sold to meat buyers. Very sad situation for this horse and many others.

The snaps on halters and ropes will always break first, so by using a rope halter and ropes without a snap you ensure the horse will not get away once tied, provided you tied him to a strong tie point. Horses have also been injured when a buckle breaks and snaps back. It can take out an eye or cut the horse. Make sure you tie the horse to a solid pole that will not give or break. The worst thing that can happen is to tie a horse, and then when they pull, fight or get scared, they get away. Always use a proper slipknot in case of an emergency or if the horse gets into real trouble. Tying short means that you only leave about two or three feet of rope from knot to horse. I only leave enough rope so the horse can hang his head comfortably and look side to side. Tying is about keeping the horse where you leave. In order to have a good tie you three things. A good strong rope halter (or other halter that will not break), a good strong lead rope with NO BUCKLE, and a strong tie point that will not pull free. If any of these three things are weak, the horse will get free and he will learn to pull and test. Once YOU teach a horse to pull, I say you since only bad tying can teach a horse to pull, you cause the horse pain and set him up for failure. Don't do this. Don't allow others to tie your horse wrong. The photo on the right shows a new tough steel tie ring that clips on, the problem is the horse is still only being held by the 29 cents snap on his halter. So no matter how good your tie point, your tie is only as good as your weakest point, so your halter, rope and tie point are critical. If any break, your horse is free.
I had a Farrier tell me not to tie a horse solid and let the rope just hang so if the horse pulls it would not feel trapped. As I watched her work on the horse, the horse would pull and move back and the rope would slide back. She would stop and pull the rope through the tie ring, move the horse forward and try again. As the horse learned that he could pull away and walk away, he did this more. Then the farrier got frustrated and tied the horse solid and short. The problem was the horse was just taught that he could pull away so when he tried to do this after tied and was trapped, he panicked, reared and broke the snap on the lead rope and got away. I watched a horse get trained to pull in around 10 minutes. To a horse, since he was allowed to pull several times, he thought that was the right answer. So when the rules changed, by tying him right (except for the snap), he went into a panic and pulled harder and with more force. Then when the snap broke, the horse was told again, the right answer is to pull in order to get free. Very bad lesson and very confusing to the horse. This horse was not set up for success. I happened to know this horse knew how to tie and would stand quietly, without pulling, when tied properly, yet in one farrier session, he was taught to be a puller. Fortunately, horses learn fast and this could be fixed by a couple of sessions of proper tying without snaps. Luckily, no one and no horse was hurt by this. Just another example of where trying to be nice to a horse teaches a bad lesson and puts the horse in danger.

**This would be the worst way to tie a horse:**

I ran across an article by a Woman Trainer that advocated not to tie a horse where it could not get away. Not sure why you would want to tie a horse for other than for it not to get away, but that is another story.

When I saw this I busted up laughing. This woman's solution was this Picture below.

I could not stop laughing when I saw this picture. It is hard to believe that someone could be writing an article about training horses and as some sort of expert and then would give out such poor advice. She suggested that you should tie hay string to a pole and then tie your horse to the string like in the picture. This way if the horse pulled, it could break free without stress. *Barn Witch Alert* - this lady will be running around barns telling everyone they are tying their horse wrong. This brilliant theory, like many women in the horse world, was to be kinder and gentler to the horse, she believes you should not make your horse feel any discomfort if he pulls when tied. This is someone who does not understand a horse and probably has a horse that will NOT tie. This stupid advice sets a horse up for failure, teaches him to pull for relief and teaches him to test and pull every time he is tied. This horse will end up being hurt or killed when he breaks away. I see this all time, people try to be too nice, treat a horse like our other pets and end up doing more damage than good. Soon, any horse tied this way will learn, and will have been taught by stupid humans, that when I am tied, all I have to do is pull and I can get free. **This technique is poor, dumb, ignorant and is being a taught by a so called "Expert" and people wonder why so many people and horses get hurt with advice like this being published.** Bad lesson for any horse to learn. This is why I
am constantly telling people do not take or ask for advice instead learn, study, spend time with your horse and that way you will not need others advice and you will know when you get bad advice.

If you want to train your horse to pull, break away and never stand calmly and politely, use the above technique to tie him. And if you choose this technique, I might suggest you use break away reins when riding your horse and use a string to secure all gates that hold your horses so your horse won't get hurt when he pushes on a gate. Make sure you have good running shoes, you will need them to catch your horses. This picture below shows a new fancy type of tie ring that is being sold as kinder for horses that pull. This is a slip tie and gives the horse release when he pulls. Bad lessons. This tie ring teaches a horse to pull for release so when you tie a horse solid, as it should be, he will pull expecting release and when he does not get it; he will panic, feel trapped and pull harder. This ring sets the horse up for failure. Teach your horse to tie correctly and you will not need new and improved tie rings.

![Figure 5](image-url)

Now I have heard many people claim that the above tie ring works. For horses that have been taught to pull or have NOT been taught to give to pressure, then this device may help, but it still needs to be used by someone that knows what they are doing. If you buying this ring to teach your horse to tie, you do not know what you are doing or you would not need this to teach your horse to tie. No one that needs gimmicks or special equipment to train a horse understands a horse. And anyone selling gimmicks as quick fixes to all horse problems are not true Horsemen and are setting you and your horse up to fail.

The below picture is an easy slip knot that can be used to tie a horse.

![Easy Slip Knot](image-url)

Once a horse successfully breaks away from being tied, it may get into the habit of pulling or become frightened of being tied. If your horse pulls back, stay calm and move to the rear of the
horse. Urge him to go forward with pressure (clap hands, rope, bag, etc) this will cause him to move forward, away from you and towards his tie point. The horse will move forward to release the pressure you are putting him from behind and he will release the pressure on the rope and tie. I see many people run to the tie point, in front of the horse, so they can untie or try and pull on the horse's head to stop him from pulling. They are putting more pressure on the head, causing the horse to pull harder and not helping the horse.

Tying a horse too low will allow the horse to get the rope wrapped around his leg and cause potential injury. On the other hand, tying a horse too high puts a strain on his neck and encourages him to fight or get free. In this picture, the rope is too long and the horse is already in trouble with his foot over the rope. However, this horse could be such a good tying horse that he is used to stepping on his rope, has learned not to panic, and understands how to calmly release his own pressure when he steps on his rope. Which is why I suggest that you allow your horse to walk about the round pen or other small area with his lead rope dragging? He will learn that when he steps on his rope, it is no reason to panic and will learn to release his own pressure by picking up his foot off of his lead rope.

This tie is too long. The horse has his leg over the rope and his head under the rope. If this horse gets scared and pulls back, his leg could get broke or he could choke himself with this rope if he falls. Not a good tie. After teaching you horse to tie well, they may not know how to move well when their head is securely tied. Make sure you teach him to use his back feet so he knows how to move when tied. He will learn on his own, but you can help him and show him. A good way to do this is tie a second rope to the same tie point that the horse is tied or to the pole at chest level to the horse.

Let this rope hang on the side of the horse, along the side of his body. You stand far enough behind her so you can’t get kicked while holding this second rope. Then you use this rope to guide the horse to move away from pressure. If the rope is on the left side of horse, you walk right and use the rope, to lightly pull, (suggest) the hips and body of the horse to the right. Then put the rope on the other side and move the horse to the left. If he kicks at the rope or gets scared, you need to do more sacking out. If you just keep steady pressure on the rope.
and his hips, until he moves the right direction, he should learn to move away from pressure. Do not pull hard, scare him or force him. Let him work it out and figure how to move away from the rope pressure. Remember, once he moves just a little, stop the pressure and let him know that is the right response. If you have taught the horse how to move by other means, then you will not need to use the rope. If you have done your ground work well, you should be able to look and point at his hips and he should move them away you.

When tying two horses, I tie shorter so they don’t get into trouble. I like tying my horses together so they learn to stand together. You have to teach them this slowly so they do not fight and possibly hurt each other with a kick or bite. You can tie them a few feet apart. I stand in between them, since I know they respect me as the leader and will not kick or bite at me. Then I groom them, pick their feet and do some sacking out. That way if they feel the need to show the horse dominance, I can stop it and show them not to do that when tied.

Since I told a bad Farrier story above, I will tell a good Farrier story now. I was helping a Farrier with another horse and I noticed that the rope halter and lead rope on the horse was different from the horse’s own halter. I asked the Farrier if the rope halter and lead rope was his or the horse’s he was working on. He told me it was his. I did not have to ask why, but he told me. He said he did not want to use the owner’s rope halter since it had a lead rope with a buckle on it. He told me that buckles always break and he does not like using them since he has seen so many break when a horse pulls. I just smiled and gave him his halter back.

This is a bigger picture of a quick release knot:
Good Knots to know:

This first knot is the **Bowline**. This is the most useful knot to know. It can hold heavy loads and will still untie easy. You can pull cars, have horses drag things or connect things together. There is an old story to help remember this knot: First, you make a loop in the rope and then you take the end of the rope that is hanging and call it the rabbit. The story goes like this. The rabbit comes out the hole, runs around the tree and then back down his hole. If you learn only one knot in life, this is the one to know. **Click here to see knot tied**
This knot is called a **Sheet Bend**. This will look familiar from the rope halter page. This is one way to secure a lead rope to the loop of a halter. You can use two ropes or one rope and one loop. If the blue rope was the loop of rope halter, then the red rope would be your lead rope. **Click here to see knot tied**

This knot is called a **square knot**. This will also look familiar from the rope halter page. If the red rope was the loop of a rope halter, then the blue rope would be your lead rope. This knot can be used to attach two ropes together or to attach one rope and one loop together. **Click here to see knot tied**

---

**A** Holding the standing part of the rope (the part attached to the horse) in your left hand, bring the free end under the standing part and make a loop. Make a second loop with the free end and push it through the first loop. Now tighten the knot.

**B** Holding the standing part of the rope in your right hand, wrap the free end of the rope over and around the standing part two times so that you are holding the free end on the left of the standing end. Make a loop with the free end of the rope and bring it over and through the second twist on the standing part (from the first part of the procedure). Now tighten the knot by pulling on the standing part of the rope.
Whipping the End of a Rope: Here is a good way to whip the end of a rope. If you click the picture it will play a YouTube video that shows how to whip the end of a rope. If the twists are wrapped tightly, this will last longer than the rope itself.
Good Knot Sites to Visit:

Great Knot site with video on how to tie. [Click Here]

Making a hay net out of bailing twine. [Click Here]

Many good Knots to know. [Click Here for Good Knots]

A quick release knot for tying a horse. [Click Here for Quick Release Knot]

Horse Terms. [Click Here for Horse terms]

Another quick release knot for tying a horse. [Click Here for Quick Release Knot]

Another quick release knot. [Click Here for Quick Release knot]

Cowboy Dictionary [Click Here for Cowboy Dictionary]

Nice Knots to Know with good examples [Click Here for knots]

Here is a list of good knots with links to good examples, this was referred to me by a 4th Grader who found it. :) [Click Here for Knots]

Warning Pictures below are Graphic:

The next five pictures are graphic and show a horse that was hit by a car going about 70 MPH. The driver was not hurt but the horse died almost instantly. Just another case where a horse had to pay for someone who did not properly secure or protect his or her horse. Trying a horse correctly, with a strong rope halter, good rope and a strong tie point is critical to keeping a horse safe. Bad ties cost horses their lives. "Like always - a horse pays for what people do to them.
Think a Horse - Take care of your horsemanship and your horsemanship will take care of you. --- You can have money or you can have horses, but you can't have both!

Rick Gore Horsemanship